General Education Advisory Committee

Minutes

Meeting of September 12, 2017

Present: Kevin Baaske – Chair, Mary Ann Creadon – Vice Chair, Kris Roney, Paula Selvester, Jacquie Escajeda, Tiffany Tran, Susan Gubernat, Denise Fleming, Barry Pasternack, Virginia May, Jodie Ullman, Mark Van Selst, Alison Wrynn, Bill Eadie, Catherine Nelson, Maggie McGlothin, Alison Wrynn, Christine Mallon

1. May minutes approved.
2. No announcements.
3. Agenda approved.
4. Business

**Agenda Item A: Karen Simpson-Alisca – TMCs and changes to Math 110**

The significant change to B4 in EO 1100-Revised will change the GE pattern, and so change the AAT, AST or the TMC templates. The CSU can’t change those products, but can change the determination of what is “similar.” A survey will go to campus AVPs and undergraduate deans so that they can determine “similarity,” and then the CSU can keep a database of such changes to the determination of what is “similar.”

**Agenda Item B: Quajuana Chapman – CSU GE Breadth & IGETC**

ICAS has some concern that the requirement for A1 that students perform in front of live audiences even if the course is online will be taken away from the Guiding Notes. At an upcoming Communications faculty conference in February, and (after reviving) the Communications Chairs Council, those groups will discuss the Guiding Notes language for A1.

**Agenda Item C: GEAC 2016-17 Annual Report**

**ACTION:**

Annual Report approved.

**Agenda Item D: EO 1100 – Update**

Alison Wrynn provided an update on EO 1100-Revised. Discussions centered on the unit limit in the revised EO, quantitative reasoning requirements, clarification of ADTs in relation to the EO, subject area reciprocity and campus autonomy, whether or not there
was adequate consultation before publication of the EO, and the timeline for implementation.

**ACTION:**

Motion passed unanimously to have Chair Baaske write a letter to Chancellor White articulating the concerns raised at the meeting about EO 1100-Revised, requesting a delay in implementation until Fall 2019.

**Agenda Item E: EO 1110 – Update including Statway/Statistics Pathways**

Alison Wrynn provided an update on EO 1110. Discussions centered on the use of multiple measures, what student support should look like for A2 and B4 courses and in Early Start, confusion about how Early Start will work in the new EO, and elimination of remediation.

**Agenda Item F: Charges to GEAC from Chancellor White**

This item, which included 1) review and recommendations regarding revisions to the Guiding Notes, 2) consideration of external examinations for CSU Breadth, and 3) examination of CSU campus-based assessment practices, was put on hold.

Meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m.